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No-par Stock and Asset Valuation
*
By Frederick H. Hurdman
Before dealing specifically with the points involved in the ques
tion of asset valuation and its relation to no-par-value stock, allow
me to reiterate, briefly, a few of the arguments advanced for and
against this type of stock.
Perhaps the main argument advanced for no-par-value stock is
based on a condition which has a very distinct relation with the
subject of this paper, namely, the overvaluation of assets which,
prevailed prior to the passage of no-par statutes. This over
valuation was due to the fact that in most states par-value stock
could not be issued at a discount and that corporations whose
stocks were selling substantially below par, wishing to raise capital
without encumbering themselves with funded debt, were com
pelled to resort to a legal evasion of the prevailing statutory pro
visions. The most common form of evasion was that in which
assets, very often intangible, were sold to the corporation in ex
change for par-value stock of a face value considerably greater
than the real value of the assets acquired. The vendor would
immediately donate a large portion of the stock so issued to the
corporation, which would then proceed to sell it at a discount for
the purpose of raising the required working capital. It will be
quite apparent that this caused an immediate overvaluation of
assets which was reflected in the capital and surplus accounts.
The second outstanding argument in favor of no-par-value
stock is that many investors were misled by the one-hundreddollar sign on the face of a par-value certificate into believing that
the certificate represented net assets of at least that value in the
corporation, whereas, in many cases, the actual value of the in
terest represented by the certificate was considerably more or less,
than its face value.
* Address delivered at a meeting of the North Carolina Association of Certified Public
Accountants.
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It was held by the proponents of no-par stock that no such
erroneous impression would be given by it, but that prospective
purchasers would realize that they were acquiring a definite
fraction of the net asset value of a corporation as represented by
its capital and surplus accounts and, of course, a proportionate
interest in future profits.
This was a strong argument in 1912 when stocks were held, for
the most part, by comparatively few persons, all competent or at
least partly trained to estimate the actual value. It applies
even more strongly now when we find such a vast number of stock
transactions conducted on behalf of amateur speculators who have
little or no financial knowledge.
Another point in its favor, when considered from the viewpoint
of the stockholder of the latter type, is that, whereas many of the
old par-value stocks were only partly paid and carried with them a
liability to assessment, almost all no-par stock is fully paid and
many of the states now provide that all such stock issued must be
fully paid and non-assessable. There is, in any case, little point
in issuing no-par-value stock which is not fully paid when the
same purpose can be served by the issue of a smaller amount of
stock at the start and the balance as and when it is found neces
sary.
When we turn to the arguments against no-par stock we find
that from the theoretical point of view no really serious objections
exist, but that a deplorable lack of cooperation between those who
have framed no-par-value statutes and the accountants who were
most competent to advise them has resulted, temporarily, in a cer
tain number of practical difficulties. These difficulties have been
augmented by those arising from a lack of uniformity in the laws
as between states.
You will notice that I have used the term “temporarily” in
referring to these difficulties, for I feel that no-par-value stock
serves a very definite purpose both financially and economically,
and that cooperation between state and national accounting or
ganizations and lawyers can straighten out most of the present
difficulties. Probably the accountant runs into most difficulty,
in dealing with no-par stock, in setting up the capital and surplus
structure where recapitalization or mergers have taken place.
It does not need any words of mine to demonstrate to a body of
accountants the thoroughly unsound practice involved in the
payment of dividends out of capital, and yet it is a surprising fact
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that in many of the states the legal provisions relating to no-par
value stock appear to justify the return to the stockholders, as
dividends, of part of the capital originally contributed by them,
and that there is at least one state in which there appears to be no
legal obstacle to the return to them, as dividends, of the whole of
the capital they originally subscribed.
Another objection raised from time to time is one closely allied
with that just mentioned. It is based on the danger of infringing
on the rights of creditors to have the original capital left in the
business. North Carolina appears to have provided for this in its
statutes by the provision that dividends shall not be paid when a
corporation’s debts exceed two thirds of its assets.
It is noteworthy that certain states, with the most carefully
constructed laws relating to par-value stock and the protection of
the rights of creditors and stockholders thereunder, have dealt
with the statutes relating to no-par-value stock in the most casual
and cursory manner.
Preferred stock of no par value is another of the points on which
considerable discussion has occurred. By preferred I mean,
principally, stock having preference in liquidation. Many dif
ficulties have been encountered in the treatment of such stock and
it appears to me that these are not so much due to any fault in the
no-par-value principle as to an attempt to apply this principle to a
class of stock with which it is entirely inconsistent. The whole
principle is, as I have stated above, that a stockholder should
regard his stock certificate as representing a definite fraction of the
net assets as represented by the capital and surplus accounts.
The value of the surplus account varies, of course, from day to
day and the capital account may also be subject to frequent
changes in value. How, then, can a share of preferred stock,
having a fixed redemption value, be considered as a definite frac
tional part of the capital and surplus?
It is held by some that overvaluation of assets still exists and
that it is caused by a desire to show large capitalization. This is
unquestionably true, but I feel sure that in cases where it does
exist in companies with no-par-value stock it is due to a definite
intention to mislead the public, whereas, in the case of par-value
stock, it arose, in addition, from the practical necessity of evasion
caused by law.
The opponents of no-par-value stock have pointed to the
abandonment of the principle by the General Motors Corporation,
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but when we come to look into the cause for the abandonment we
find that it was due, not to any dissatisfaction with such stock, but
rather to the necessity for evading a difficulty caused by the
arbitrary stated value that the corporation had placed upon its
shares.
OUTSTANDING PROVISIONS OF THE NORTH CAROLINA LAW

Turning to the laws of North Carolina with reference to no-par
value stock we find that any corporation not a bank, trust com
pany, railroad or insurance company may create no-par-value
stock both with and without preferences. The legal provisions
relating to the issuance of par-value stock apply to no-par stock
and the latter may be issued for such consideration and on such
terms as may be fixed by the board of directors acting within its
powers. The consideration must be in the form of cash, prop
erty, tangible or intangible, services and expenses, and no-par
shares shall be fully paid and not liable to assessment.
The provisions found in the laws of many states regarding
stated capital, stated value per share of no-par-value stock and
liability of directors for debts until the stated capital has been
paid in, are not found in the North Carolina law. There is,
however, a very definite statement as to the intent of the law.
This statement says:
“ The intent and purpose of this article is to require a share of stock to be
treated and represented ... as a mere evidence of an aliquot part or
divisional interest in the assets and earnings of the corporation issuing the
same, ... to the end that misrepresentation or misunderstanding arising
through the difference between the actual value of a share of stock and
the value appearing on the face of the certificate therefor may be elimi
nated.”

In addition to the specific no-par-value stock provisions, the
following extracts from the general corporation law also appear to
apply to no-par-value stock and to be of interest:
1. “ Nothing but money shall be considered as payment for any part of
the capital stock . . . except as herein provided: . . . Any corporation
may issue stock for labor done, personal property or real estate, or leases
thereon, and, in the absence of fraud in the transaction, the judgment of
the directors as to the value of such labor, property, real estate or leases
shall be conclusive.”

Relating to mergers and consolidations we find that
2. “The rights of creditors . . . shall not in any way be lessened or
impaired by the consolidation of two or more corporations under the
provisions hereof.”
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The declaration of dividends is covered as follows:
3. “No corporation may declare and pay dividends except from the
surplus or net profits arising from its business or when its debts, whether
due or not, exceed two thirds of its assets, nor may it reduce, divide, with
draw or in any way pay to any stockholder any part of its capital stock
except according to this chapter.”
ASSET VALUATION

I have already referred to the deliberate overvaluation of
assets that was prevalent prior to the institution of no-par-value
stock, and to the suggestion that it would be checked by the intro
duction of this stock. Let us now look into some of the difficul
ties involved in valuation.
In comparing the valuation of assets represented by par-value
stock and of those represented by no-par-value stock, we im
mediately encounter an important difference in treatment. In
the case of par-value stock it is the stock that is valued, and
assets should theoretically exist to the amount of the valuation
placed upon the outstanding stock. In the case of no-par-value
stock, however, it is the assets which are valued and the net asset
value is automatically the value of the total shares outstanding as
represented by capital stock and surplus accounts. It is obviously
sounder that the assets should be valued, and this was, of course,
one of the main arguments for no-par-value stock.
The responsibility for valuation varies considerably as between
states, but the provisions prevailing in North Carolina are not
uncommon, namely, that the consideration shall be cash, labor or
property, and that, subject to the absence of fraud, the valuation
approved by the directors shall be conclusive. This appears to be
perfectly sound and yet it is surprising that many difficulties are
encountered which could be overcome by the exercise of a little
business foresight. One difficulty arises from the failure of those
drafting agreements relative to the issue of stock to segregate and
value the assets taken over. Cases will be found where, for in
stance, 50,000 shares of no-par common stock will be issued for a
mixed aggregate of net assets valued at half a million dollars, and
the accountant will be faced with the problem of finding out
exactly how half a million dollars may be apportioned among
the assets actually taken over.
Another difficulty arises from the valuation of intangible assets.
Here, of course, a little more care is necessary in the case of no
par-value stock than was formerly called for in the case of
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par-value stock, for, whereas under the latter the goodwill account,
for instance, was the convenient dumping ground for differences
between the par value of stock and the net tangible assets, some
attempt must now be made to value the intangible assets in order
to arrive at the book value of the stock.
Still another difficulty arises in cases where the plan for
recapitalization or merger provides for a segregation of capital and
surplus which offends good accounting practice.
It can not be claimed that no-par-value stock has altogether
eliminated overvaluation, for there is, undoubtedly, a tendency
among certain companies to inflate asset values in order to in
crease their apparent capitalization. This applies particularly
in the case of mergers, where four or five corporations with ag
gregate net assets of $5,000,000 book value will suddenly merge
and reappear as one corporation, the outstanding no-par or even
mixed capital stock of which will appear at a valuation of seven or
eight million dollars.
Asset valuation is, of course, also affected by any adjustment
of the books to reflect an increased or decreased valuation on ap
praisal in exactly the same way as it would be in the case of a
company with nothing but par-value stock.
Let us now turn to the other side of the statement and look at
the effects of these valuations and revaluations.
Starting with the extreme, we find one body of accountants
which says that since a share of no-par stock represents a certain
fraction of the net assets of a corporation it is necessary to show
only one figure, namely, capital stock, on the liability side of the
statement to represent the valuation of the net assets. The
obvious objection to this is, of course, that no trace is kept of the
amount available for undistributed dividends and that there is
danger of distribution of capital. Next comes a group, whose
views I personally share, which believes that the only segregation
necessary in most cases is one between capital and earned surplus.
However, I can appreciate the argument of the third group, which
sees the necessity for a further distribution of capital between
capital and capital surplus, but I can not accept the complete
segregation urged by the fourth and extremist group, which
seems to think it necessary to segregate the whole of the capital
according to the purposes for which it was issued.
To my mind the stockholder is interested in knowing:
a. The total book value of his stock.
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b. The portion of this book value which represents perma
nent capital and which he can not expect to recover
except by sale.
c. The portion which he may expect to recover in the form of
dividends.

If he desires to know how this net value is made up he should
refer to those sections of the balance-sheet dealing with the
specific assets and liabilities.
Segregation is, of course, necessary where more than one type of
stock is issued, as, for example, where par-value and no-par-value
stocks are issued, or where common and preferred stocks of no par
value are found. In the former case the par-value stock must be
first valued and the excess of net asset valuation over this par
value will automatically represent the value of the no-par stock
issued. In the latter case the redemption value of the preferred
stock should be deducted from the net asset valuation in order to
arrive at the valuation placed upon the no-par-value common stock.
It is contended by some accountants that the paid-in value and
not the redemption value of preferred no-par stock should be set
up. Why, they ask, should we set up a valuation on the pre
ferred stock that it will reach only at liquidation or retirement?
My reply is that a stockholder would wish to know the value of his
stock, preferred or common, for one of two reasons: either to know
what it would be worth if he sold it or to know what it is worth to
hold it. If he wants to sell it, and it is a listed stock, the last
place he should go to for a valuation is the balance-sheet, and so
the redemption value can never deceive him from that point of
view. If he wishes to hold it he is interested only in knowing what
its value is in case the company should decide to cease business.
Difficulties will, of course, occur if mixed issues of no-par stock
are exchanged for assets and the appropriate agreements do not
state the amount of asset value applicable to each class of stock.
In considering the treatment of surplus that may arise from
asset valuation or revaluation we must keep in mind, first, the
sound accounting axiom that dividends should be paid only out
of earnings—an axiom upon which the set-up of capital and
earned surplus is based—and, second, the provisions of the North
Carolina law which state that no corporation may declare divi
dends except from the surplus or net profits arising from its busi
ness, and that the rights of creditors shall not be impaired by the
consolidation of two or more corporations.
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It would appear, according to the law, that any surplus arising
from revaluation could be credited to a capital-surplus account
and be distributed in the form of dividends, but such a course is
not in agreement with good accounting practice. In the case of a
merger any inflated value placed upon the assets would be re
flected in the capital and surplus accounts, and in many states
having no-par statutes there is little to prevent the subsequent
distribution as dividends of the amount of this inflation reflected
in surplus.
Now let us take some specific examples of the difficulties which
may occur.
Assumethreecompanies, A, BandC. Asof December31,1927,
they decide to merge. At that date their position was as follows:
A...................................
B...................................
C...................................

Capital
$100,000
300,000
600,000

Net
Earned
worth
surplus
$100,000 $200,000
500,000
800,000
400,000 1,000,000

$1,000,000 $1,000,000 $2,000,000

For the sake of simplicity we shall assume that each of these
companies has nothing but par-value stock at $100 per share.
Prior to amalgamation the assets and liabilities of the three
companies are valued, and the following revaluation of net assets
is agreed upon:
A.........................................................................
B.........................................................................
C.........................................................................

$500,000
1,000,000
1,500,000

$3,000,000

These valuations are segregated in the agreements and applied
to the appropriate assets and liabilities.
In the first instance we shall assume that the plan of merger
is that corporation C shall recapitalize and shall obtain powers to
issue 60,000 shares of no-par common stock. This it issues as
follows:
10,000 shares to the shareholders of A in return for the surrender of their 1,000
par-value shares
20,000 “ “ the shareholders of B in return for the surrender of their 3,000
par-value shares
30,000 “ “ its own shareholders in return for the surrender of their 6,000
par-value shares

Corporation C cancels all the surrendered stock and is left with
60,000 shares of no-par common with net asset value of $3,000,000.
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How shall this $3,000,000 be segregated on the balance-sheet?
Corporation C has a distributable earned surplus of $400,000,
and the revaluation of assets gave it a capital surplus of $500,000.
Corporations A and B had an aggregate earned surplus of
$600,000, but since they have sold their net assets to corporation C
this previously earned surplus automatically becomes capital and
is, therefore, not distributable in the form of dividends. Why,
then, should this inequality of treatment arise? It arises from
the fact that so far as the shareholders of A and B are concerned
they have liquidated their company and have received stock of
corporation C as consideration for their capital and surplus. The
shareholders of corporation C, on the other hand, have merely
changed the form of the paper acknowledging their interest in
the capital and surplus accounts of their corporation and are still
left with the same amount of capital and undistributed earnings.
The shareholders of A and B would probably protest against
the capitalization of their available earned surplus, but their
remedy is, of course, to sell such portion of their holding in cor
poration C as was issued for their share of the surplus of corpora
tions A and B.
Many merger agreements overcome this objection by providing
for the creation of a surplus fund equal in amount to the aggregate
earned surplus of the underlying corporations, and nothing in the
North Carolina law would appear to prevent the distribution of
such a fund in the form of dividends.
The set-up, so far, could be as follows:
Capital stock—60,000 shares of common stock of no par value....
Earned surplus.................................................................................

$2,600,000
400,000
$3,000,000

or

Capital stock and surplus
60,000 shares of common stock of no par value.............
$2,000,000
Surplus
Undistributed surplus of underlying corporations at
time of merger.................................................. $600,000
Earned surplus—corporation C..............................
400,000 1,000,000
$3,000,000

or in cases where the agreement provided for the setting aside of
the aggregate surplus of A, B and C, as above outlined:
Capital stock—60,000 shares of common stock of no par value....
Surplus—initial surplus at time of merger.....................................

$2,000,000
1,000,000

$3,000,000
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When the latter treatment is adopted, care must be taken to
keep the initial balance separate. A profit of $500,000 on the
first year’s operations of the amalgamated companies and a
dividend paid of $600,000 would be shown as follows:
Capital stock—60,000 shares of common stock of no par value... $2,000,000
Surplus
Initial surplus at time of merger............................ $1,000,000
Add: Profit for year............................................
500,000

Deduct: Dividend.....................................................

$1,500,000
600,000

900,000
$2,900,000

We frequently find provisions in merger agreements in direct
conflict with sound accounting principles. I will give just one
example which could arise under the laws of North Carolina.
The merger agreement might provide that the net assets of A,
B and C be taken over at the appraised value of $3,000,000
for 60,000 shares of no-par stock to be allocated as follows:
Capital..............................
Capital surplus................
Earned surplus................

$1,000,000, the original asset book value
1,000,000, the increase in value due to appraisal
1,000,000, the original earned surplus

I can not see anything in the existing law to prevent such a
situation or to prevent the subsequent distribution of the
$2,000,000 surplus as dividends. The rights of creditors of the
original corporations would not be impaired, and it is specifically
provided that dividends may be paid out of surplus, whereas, by
all sound accounting theories, only $400,000 should be distributed.
When a situation of this kind occurs, in which there is no il
legality, I do not see that the accountant has any alternative but
to follow the instructions dictated by the appropriate merger
deeds.
The most advisable set-up in the above circumstances would
probably be as follows:
Capital stock and surplus
60,000 shares of common stock of no par value........................ $1,000,000
Surplus
Capital surplus................................................ $1,000,000
Earned surplus—initial surplus at time of
merger..............................................................
1,000,000 2,000,000

$3,000,000

Compare this with the set-up dictated by what may be
considered sound accounting principles.
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Capital stock......................................................
Earned surplus...................................................

$2,600,000
400,000
$3,000,000

If, instead of the absorption of corporations A and B by C,
corporation D had been formed with an authorized capital of
60,000 shares of no par value and if this corporation had issued
this stock in the same proportion as before in exchange for the
stocks of corporations A, B and C, a slightly different situation
would exist.
There would here be no question of existing earned surplus,
and the set-up I should, myself, recommend would be:
Capital stock—60,000 shares of common stock of no par value ..

$3,000,000

Should the merger agreement provide for the setting aside of
existing surplus, the set-up would be:
Capital stock—60,000 shares of common stock of no par value. ..
Surplus—initial surplus at time of merger.....................................

$2,000,000
1,000,000
$3,000,000

Specific allocations of the issue by D, as between capital,
capital surplus and earned surplus, would result in the same set-up
as was advocated in the previous example of this type.
Let us now consider the revaluation of assets.
Take the specific example of a corporation with net current as
sets of $5,000,000, fixed assets of $25,000,000, capital of $20,000,000
and earned surplus of $10,000,000. The corporation has out
standing 200,000 shares of common stock of no par value. We
do not try to stop this corporation from reappraising its current
assets and actually insist on this being done. If it has its fixed
assets reappraised by conservative and reputable appraisers at
$30,000,000 I do not see how we can object to the use of this valua
tion on the books. Sound accounting practice requires that the
unrealized profit of $5,000,000 be not distributed in the form of
dividends, but here again we find the laws of many states do not
conform to this practice, and in North Carolina, for instance, this
amount could be legally shown as capital surplus or even surplus,
and later could be distributed.
The set-up I recommend here, of course, is:
Capital..............................................................
Earned surplus................................................

$25,000,000
10,000,000

$35,000,000
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but if clients insisted on
Capital..............................................................
Surplus.............................................................

$20,000,000
15,000,000
$35,000,000

I do not think that under the existing law we could object.
CONCLUSION

Before closing I should like to repeat that I think the theory of
no-par-value stock, as applied to common stocks, is fundamentally
sound and that such difficulties as are being encountered in its use
are arising entirely from a more or less thorough misunderstand
ing of the accounting principles involved by those who draft the
laws and by many of those who are encountering these problems.
To my mind the whole trouble could be eliminated by a few
simple steps.
a. Uniform action by all states prohibiting the declaration
and payment of dividends except out of earned surplus.
b. Definite understanding as to what does and what does not
constitute earned surplus.
c. The adoption of a simple segregation on the balance-sheet
in keeping with the above, viz. capital and earned
surplus.

By far the most formidable of these is the second, and I would
call your attention to a questionnaire recently issued by the
American Institute of Accountants to its members and now
under consideration by a special committee. This questionnaire
contains twenty-five carefully worded questions on this subject
and the resulting opinions should be of great value in the solution
of the problems before us.
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